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A. an Azure SQL database
B. an Azure logic app
C. an Azure virtual machine
D. an Azure web app
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
An Azure virtual machine is an example of Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS).

Azure web app, Azure logic app and Azure SQL database are all
examples of Platform as a Service (Paas).
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/overview/what-is-iaas/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/overview/what-is-paas/

NEW QUESTION: 2
You need to set up the traffic prediction system. Which four
actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the
appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area
and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
To create this credit risk assessment solution, we follow these
steps:
* Create a Machine Learning workspace
* Upload existing data
* Create an experiment
* Train and evaluate the models
* Deploy the web service
* Access the web service
From scenario:
Predictive Routing:
* An Azure solution must be used for prediction systems.
* Predictive analytics must be published as a web service and
accessible by using the REST API.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/machine
-learning-walkthrough-develop-predictive-solu

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator notices that the applications are running
slowly. The administrator wants to determine which component on
the ONTAP subsystem is experiencing the most latency.
In this scenario, which command would you use to accomplish
this task?
A. qos statistics latency show
B. run -node * stats show system::sys_avg_latency
C. statistics system show
D. run -node * -command sysstat -x 1
Answer: C
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